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What is single-cell RNA sequencing?

Isolating cells and sequencing their individual transcriptomes



When did scRNA sequencing start?

Hong et al., 2020



How does the scRNA sequencing assay work?

Isolating cells and sequencing their individual transcriptomes



What are ways to isolate cells using manual methods?

Laser Capture 
Microdissection

Hwang et al., 2018

Limiting Dilution Micromanipulation



What are ways to isolate cells using High Throughput methods?

Hwang et al., 2018

Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting Microfluidics CellSearch System



How do you add Barcodes to cells?

Hwang et al., 2018

Label cells in the sequencing data



Can you sequence RNA directly?

Modified from: idtdna.com

Produce adaptor-bearing cDNA molecules from RNA for sequencing



How do we go from the sequences to data?

Modified from Hwang et al., 2018



What are the common problems with scRNA sequencing?

Hwang et al., 2018



How does cell cycle stage impact scRNA sequencing?

Hwang et al., 2018



How do you determine if certain cells relate to another?

Cluster cell types from transcript abundance data
Hwang et al., 2018



What do the cell clusters mean?

Hwang et al., 2018



1. How can scRNA sequencing be applied?

Characterize cell lineages in tumors.
Hwang et al., 2018



2. How can scRNA sequencing be applied?

Identify disease biomarkers in discovery and clinical diagnostics.
Hwang et al., 2018



3. How can scRNA sequencing be applied?

Investigate specific cell differentiation mechanisms.

Hwang et al., 2018



Liu Dong Lab: Application to Hearing Loss

Professor: Nantong University

"To identify novel regulators of 
angiogenesis during embryonic 
development and tissue 
regeneration."

Liu Dong

Liu Dong Lab



Summary: scRNA Sequencing

Perform informative analyses collected data which 
directly biological questions.

Use information to inform clinical decisions regarding 
treatment of disease.

Separate and individually sequence unique cells.



Question?

Lähnemann et al., 2020



Abigail Olsen

Single-cell RNA-sequencing of zebrafish hair cells reveals novel genes 
potentially involved in hearing loss

Qian, et al,  2022



Why is hearing important?





What causes hearing loss? 

Damaged hair cells



Where are these cells located in 
the human ear?



What is the structure of the human inner ear?



How are the human genes involved in hearing loss related to zebrafish?

What is the gap in knowledge?



Figure 1A: Zebrafish hear all along their body



Figure 1B-D: What do the zebrafish hair cells look like?



Figure 1E-F: What are the lengths and areas of the cell bodies of the different zebrafish hair cells?



Part 1: Determining the morphological and molecular structure of hair cells



Single cell RNA sequencing of hair cells



Figure 2B&3A: What are the results of the scRNA seq of zebrafish hair cells?

There are 4 clusters of hair cells



Whole mount in situ hybridization (WISH) confirmed the clusters



Figure 3G-I: Where do the RNAs associated with the specific hair cells localize in the zebrafish embryos?



Figure 2C: How many cells were in each cluster?



Figure 2D: How many marker genes were in each cluster?



Figure 4A: How do the marker genes in the different hair types compare?

cluster 0=2352
cluster 5 = 1023
cluster 7 =2029
cluster 12 = 928



Quiz: What are the three gene ontologies?



Figure 4C: What are the biological processes of the hair cells?

cluster 0=mature neuromast hair cells 
cluster 5=macula hair cells
cluster 7 =young neuromast hair cells
cluster 12 = crista hair cells 



Figure 4D: What is the molecular function of the hair cells?

cluster 0=mature neuromast hair cells
cluster 5=macula hair cells
cluster 7 =young neuromast hair cells
cluster 12 = crista hair cells



Figure 4E: What are the cellular components of the hair cells?

cluster 0=mature neuromast hair cells
cluster 5=macula hair cells
cluster 7 =young neuromast hair cells
cluster 12 = crista hair cells



Part 1: Recap

Single cell RNA sequencing to analyze cells of 
mutant zebrafish Brn3C-mGFP

Clustering of specific cells using UMAP

Gene ontologies of the hair cells



Part 2: Hearing and hearing loss



How do the hair cells transmit sounds to the brain?



What is mechanoelectrical transduction?

Hair cell depolarization sends auditory information to the brain



Figure 5G: Do the hair cells have cdh23 for the mechanoelectrical transduction channels?



Figure 5H: Do the hair cells have pcdh15a for the mechanoelectrical transduction channels?



Figure 6A: What’s the connection to hearing loss?



Figure 6B: What zebrafish genes correspond to known human hearing loss gene?



Figure 6D: Both capgb and mb were the focus of the research



Figure 7A: What happened when the capgb gene was knocked down?



Figure 7B: How did the Capgb knockdown affect the number of neuromast hair cells?



Figure 7C-D: How did the capgb-morphants respond to acoustic stimuli?



Figure 7E: What happened when the mb gene was knocked down?



Figure 7F: How did the Mb gene knockdown affect the number of macula hair cells?



Figure 7G-H: How did the mb-morphants respond to vestibulo-ocular reflex test?



Summary

Using scRNA seq and gene ontologies to distinguish macula, 
crista, and neuromast hair cells

Capgb and Mb gene knockdown relation to hearing and balance

Genes/orthologs associated with hearing loss



What other roles does the mb gene play in hearing 
loss?

How are crista hair cells involved in hearing loss?

What is capgb's role in hair development?

What are the future directions for this research?



Any More Questions?
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